
Complete all fields of your LinkedIn profile so it stands out.

Optimize your LinkedIn summary to show off your skills and experiences.

Humanize your LinkedIn presence by sending personalized connection requests 
to clients and colleagues.

 > Add a current, professional headshot to your profile.
 > Upload a banner photo that reflects you or your brokerage.
 > Include a concise, creative, and scannable headline.
 > Use clear and direct language to discuss projects and responsibilities.
 > Seek recommendations from fellow brokers and clients.

 > Use the summary as a sales page — prove you’re the broker 
customers should turn to.

 > Write your summary in the first person to reflect the way you speak.
 > Break up your summary into short paragraphs.
 > Include testimonials, years of service, or license information to show 

your credibility.
 > Make sure your summary conveys who you are, what lines of 

insurance you sell, and why someone should get in touch with you.

 > Craft a message that speaks to your relationship with the person you’re 
reaching out to.

 > Include an ask for a recommendation in your connection requests to 
your best clients.

 > Find common ground with other brokers and mention them in your 
requests. 

 > Boost your customer experience by sending requests to new clients 
after a first meeting.

 > Leverage Sales Navigator’s advanced search capabilities to seek out 
new prospects.

Six LinkedIn Profile Optimization Tips 
for Brokers



Leverage LinkedIn groups to share and learn about industry trends.

Foster relationships with your connections by regularly updating your 
LinkedIn profile.

 > Seek out insurance-specific groups as a way to connect with other 
brokers in your area or line of business.

 > Ask questions in these groups to learn and grow your career.
 > Answer other members’ questions to prove your status as an industry 

thought leader.
 > Treat groups as a channel for open communication instead of an 

opportunity to promote yourself or your brokerage.
 > Use these conversations to learn about current trends in the 

insurance industry.

Bolster your reputation as a broker by proving that you’re an insurance thought 
leader.

 > Include the insurance-specific keywords in your work, certifications, 
and volunteer experiences that you’d like to be associated with. 

 > Share any articles from insurance publications that you are quoted in.
 > Link to your brokerage’s profile on your personal LinkedIn page.
 > Request that new connections subscribe to your email to stay up-to-

date with your brokerage’s activities. 
 > Seek endorsements from colleagues that relate to your skills as a 

broker. 

 > Share any content your brokerage has either produced or been 
quoted in.

 > Comment on your connections’ posts and status updates to maintain 
those relationships.

 > Post status updates with questions that encourage conversations on 
your profile.

 > Get in the habit of checking your profile multiple times a day to 
ensure you remain active on the platform. 

 > Use your posts and status updates as a test to see which topics and 
what kind of content resonates the best with your connections.


